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Abstract

Many safety related and critical systems warn of potentially dangerous events; for example, the Short Term Conflict

Alert (STCA) system warns of airspace infractions between aircraft. Although installed with current technology such

critical systems may become out of date due to changes in the circumstances in which they function, operational

procedures and the regulatory environment. Current practice is to ‘tune’ by hand the many parameters governing

the system in order to optimise the operating point in terms of the true positive and false positive rates, which are

frequently associated with highly imbalanced costs.

In this paper we cast the tuning of critical systems as a multi-objective optimisation problem. We show how a

region of the optimal receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve may be obtained, permitting the system operators

to select the operating point. We apply this methodology to the STCA system, using a multi-objective(1+1)-evolution

strategy, showing that we can improve upon the current hand-tuned operating point, as well as providing the salient

ROC curve describing the true positive versus false positive trade-off. We also provide results for three-objective

optimisation of the alert response time in addition to the true and false positive rates. Additionally, we illustrate the

use of bootstrapping for representing evaluation uncertainty on estimated Pareto fronts, where the evaluation of a

system is based upon a finite set of representative data.

Index Terms

Evolutionary computation, multiple objectives, safety related systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many safety related systems can be regarded as two-class classifiers: they classify a particular set of inputs or

features into classes that might be labelleddangerousand benign. Classifications into thedangerousclass raise

an alarm and generally require some sort of human intervention. The specific example with which this paper is
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concerned is the Short Term Conflict Alert (STCA) system in operation in the United Kingdom and elsewhere.

STCA monitors aircraft locations from ground radar and provides advisory alerts to air traffic controllers if a pair

of aircraft are likely to become dangerously close. The STCAsystem is designed to raise a warning to air traffic

controllers if there is a developing conflict between aircraft, giving them time to redirect the aircraft.

Taking its input from ground radar, the STCA system is independent of the aircraft, and cannot know the intentions

of the pilots or air traffic controllers who may be aware of a potential conflict and already taking measures to avoid

it. For this reason, and because STCA must make conservativepredictions, there are necessarilynuisance alerts

as well asgenuine alerts. There is clearly a trade-off between genuine and nuisance alerts and it is desirable to

minimise the number of nuisance alerts in order to maintain the air traffic controllers’ confidence in STCA.

The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC, see [1] for a recent review) is useful for displaying and assessing

the performance of two-class classifiers. The ROC curve displays the false positive rate versus true positive rate for a

particular classifier as the classification threshold or parameters of the classifier are varied. This visual representation

of the possible operating points for the classifier permits the system designer to select the optimal parameters with

a knowledge of how true and false positive rates will vary as the parameters are altered. Regarding STCA as a

two-class classifier, which partitions pairs of radar tracks intodangerousor seriousandbenignclasses, allows ROC

analysis to be applied in whichgenuine alertsare true positives, whilenuisance alertsare false positives.

The STCA system became operational for part of UK airspace in1988 [2] and versions capable of coping

with complex terminal control airspaces have been in operation since 1994. Since its introduction there have been

incremental changes to the software and it is now used acrossthe UK and elsewhere. Importantly, however, there

have been changes in the volume and nature of air traffic together with changes to the management of the airspace

monitored by STCA. Bringing new software into service involves a lengthy period of testing and scrutiny, even

for advisorysystems such as STCA; consequently, staff at the National Air Traffic Services (NATS, the principal

civil air traffic control service for the United Kingdom) undertake parameter reviews in which they adjust (tune)

the operating parameters of the STCA system in order to reduce the number of nuisance alerts, while maintaining

the genuine alerts. This tuning is performed on the basis of alarge (170 000) database of track pairs containing

historical and recent encounters. The great number of parameters (at least1500) determining the behaviour of STCA

make tuning a highly skilled and laborious business. However, despite a recent step towards automation [2], the

optimal receiver operating characteristics of the STCA system have not been known.

In this paper we introduce an approach to resolving these optimisation problems using multi-objective optimisation

techniques based on evolutionary algorithms [3]–[5]. We cast the true positive and false positive rates obtained by

STCA as two opposing objectives to be maximised and minimised respectively. This allows us to obtain the optimal

ROC curve from which the operating point can be chosen with a full knowledge of the trade-off between genuine

versus nuisance alert rates.

In section II we describe the STCA system used in the UK; and insection III we describe the current optimisation

process of STCA within the UK air traffic service, together with previous attempts at the automation of its

optimisation. In section IV we discuss the relation of ROC analysis to the more general theory of Pareto optimality;
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based on this, in section V we describe the multi-objective optimisation technique approach to discovering the ROC

curve for the system, and provide results in section VI. The paper concludes with a discussion in section VII. A

preliminary report on this work appeared in [6].

II. THE SHORT TERM CONFLICT ALERT SYSTEM

Here we focus on the Short Term Conflict Alert system (STCA) which is used widely within Europe by civil

aviation authorities, in order to alert air traffic controllers to potential airspace infringements by aircraft pairs (i.e.,

two aircraft which may become too close). STCA is not strictly a safety critical system—a system containing

computer, electronic or electromechanical components whose failure may cause threat to life and limb or severe

damage to property1—but rather a component of the NATS ‘safety net’, providingadvisory alerts to air traffic

controllers of potential airspace proximity violations. Nonetheless, it exhibits many of the characteristics of a safety

critical system: it must be highly reliable, transparent and verifiable. Its importance is highlighted by the fact that

it is thought that one of the factors contributing to the midair collision over the border between Germany and

Switzerland in July 2002 was that parts of the STCA system in the relevant Swiss control station were switched

off for maintenance [8].

A. Overview

Figures 1 and 2 give an overview of the operation of the STCA system, which incorporates a highly complex

and proprietary algorithm. Ground radars track the aircraft in a given airspace and those adjoining, and every four

seconds (a STCA cycle) createtrack pairsof all possible combinations of aircraft. Acoarsefilter (Figure 1) is used

first to remove all those pairs which are simply too far away from each other to be of concern. Potential conflict

pairs are then processed in the core of STCA by threefine filters: a linear predictionfilter; a current proximity

filter; and amanoeuvre hazardfilter (Figure 2). The boolean outputs of these fine filters arecombined by thealert

confirmation module, and aircraft pairs which are in danger of becoming too closeare highlighted and alerted on

the air traffic controllers’ screens. The STCA is concerned with detecting airspace conflicts that may occur in the

near future (around two minutes), so that air traffic controllers may be warned and the situation rectified in sufficient

time.

The minimum separation that is counted as an air proximity conflict depends on a number of criteria (for example,

the airspace location and available radar cover). Generally in the UK in controlled airspace it ranges between 3, 5

or 10 nautical miles horizontally and 1000ft vertically. The linear prediction filter checks for loss of horizontal or

vertical separation assuming that the aircraft continue ina straight line at their current headings and speeds. The

current proximity filter merely checks for a current loss of separation and the manoeuvre hazard filter classifies

potential conflicts when either or both of the aircraft are turning. The combination of the binary classifications from

the three fine filters by the alert confirmation module (Figure2) is relatively sophisticated. During the confirmation

1The working definition adopted by an ACM Special Interest Group on Computer-Human Interaction (SIGCHI) workshop [7] andtypical of
definitions of safety critical systems.
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Fig. 1. High level view of the STCA model.

process alerts from a track pair are checked within a moving time window, and if they are in conflict for a number

of successive radar cycles (typically two or three), then analert is passed onto the controller, although alerts from

the current proximity filter are relayed more rapidly.

B. Parameterisation

Each portion of the UK airspace is marked as one of a number of distinct region types. For instanceen route

describes the airspace between airports, while regions where aircraft circle until permission is given to land are

designated asstack. Since aircraft in different region types tend to have different types of flight behaviour, separate

parameter sets are used for each one of the region types. The particular parameter set used for classifying a track

pair therefore depends upon the region types of the two aircraft; additional rules are used to determine the relevant

parameter set if the aircraft have different region types.

The busy airspace above London, handling at least 2500 aircraft per day, with which this study is concerned,

is divided into 16 of these different region types. This multiplicity of parameter sets leads to a great number of

parameters that can be adjusted to affect the performance ofthe STCA system. There are 96 parameters pertaining

to the three fine filters, which means that the system uses approximately 1550 parameters (the coarse filter using

fewer than 20). These include both floating point and integervalues over many varying ranges and measured in a
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variety of units, examples of which are ‘vertical closing rate threshold’ (1600 to 3000 ft/min), ‘lateral miss distance

criterion’ (1.7 to 2.5 nautical miles) and ‘total reaction time before lateral manoeuvre’ (25 to 55 seconds). Note that

it is not feasible to adjust the parameters for the filters of each region type independently of the other region types,

because track pairs involving pairs of regions lead to significant interactions between the parameters of different

region types. On the other hand, as we describe below, only approximately two thirds of the available parameters

are routinely adjusted.

The three central components of STCA are readily understoodand their operation is capable of verification

by practitioners, which is a common feature to the majority of critical systems in use. Regulatory authorities are

very uneasy about using black-box techniques, such as artificial neural networks, in which function mappings are

not easily described or understood. As we have described, the filter components of the STCA system themselves

do, however, possess a large number of user determined parameters, which affect the operation of the system

and therefore whether or not the system alerts pairs as beingin potential conflict. The STCA program may be

thought of as a decision tree, particular branches of which are followed depending upon the aircraft track pair

being processed and the thresholds which are determined by the operational parameters of STCA. Note that the

operational parameters affect the classification producedby altering the thresholds and model parameters; changes

in parameter values do not affect the logical routes that maybe taken through the decision tree. The logical structure

of the program is incrementally altered by NATS OperationalAnalysis & Support group as new versions of the

software are introduced. However, routine tuning of the system does not affect the logical structure.
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III. OPTIMISATION OF STCA

The STCA system is in operation in the four UK air traffic control centres and at other air traffic control centres

in Europe, so appropriate parameter setting must be chosen for each particular locale. Moreover, changes in the

volume of air traffic, changes in local air traffic operational procedures and changes in the regulatory environment

mean that the STCA operational parameters must be reviewed and updated in order to prevent the system becoming

out of date. In the UK all serious near-miss encounters are reviewed under the auspices of the Airprox Board (see

for example [9]). In addition NATS regularly assesses the efficacy of the STCA system by running an off-line

version with a database comprised of recent general traffic encounters together with historical serious encounters.

The two samples permit the nuisance alert rate for general traffic to be monitored together with the warning time

provided for genuine alerts.

A. Manual Optimisation

As shown in Table I, each encounter is categorised by NATS staff into one of five categories of diminishing

severity; category 4 encounters are semi-automatically categorised, but all others are manually annotated. Note

that without knowledge of a pilot’s intentions or the instructions a pilot has received, it is very difficult to predict

whether an ascending or descending aircraft will level off at a specified height or ‘bust’ through the level potentially

leading to a conflict. Errors in predicting level off clearlylead to nuisance alerts and as such we ignore category 3

encounters (as recommended by NATS).

STCA performance on the database is assessed using the Conflict Alert Management Performance Analysis

Package (CAMPAP), which runs the STCA system on the databaseand analyses the performance for each category

in each region [10], [11]. Using CAMPAP, the Operational Analysis & Support group within NATS has over the last

10 years, through manual adjustment of the parameters, tuned STCA to achieve the best balance between genuine

and nuisance alerts. In essence this has been achieved by skilled staff running different parameter settings through

the CAMPAP simulation, by changing one or more of the values in current use, and assessing the performance on

the collated data.

As the STCA system technology has evolved, and the airspace in the UK is partitioned into ever more disparate

region types, this task clearly becomes more arduous. As an indication of the increasing complexity it may be noted

that since the work of Beasleyet al. [2] in 2002 the increase in the number of fine filter parametersand regions

has led to an increase of roughly 500 in the number of STCA parameters.

B. Weighted Objective Optimisation

Beasleyet al. [2] recognised that the current approach of tweaking the system variables by hand may be

suboptimal, and so applied the tabu search heuristic in an attempt to automate the process. In this work a single

objective was maximised. The objective was a weighted sum ofthe number of genuine alerts gained and lost in

comparison with a base parameter set; the number of nuisancealerts gained and lost in comparison with the base
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TABLE I

ENCOUNTER CATEGORIES USED BYNATS.

C Alert Description

1 Necessary Serious or potentially serious encounter with a significant
collision risk for which alerts and additional warning time
are considered highly desirable.

2 Desirable Serious encounters, which involved an actual or potential
loss of separation, but little risk of collision, where alerts
and additional warning time are considered desirable.

3 Unnecessary Level off with risk encounters where a standard level off
prevented a conflict. The desirability of alert for these
encounters is dependent on where (and to some extent
when) they occur. In busier airspace, such as stacks, they
may be seen as an unnecessary distraction. Whereas in
some less busy areas of airspace they may be seen as a
valuable safety net (some controllers may reaffirm level off
instructions when STCA indicates that a level bust would
lead to conflict).

4 Undesirable No actual or potential conflict. An alert would be considered
a nuisance.

5 Bad data Bad data for which alerts are generally considered a nui-
sance but are commonly deemed beyond the remit of
STCA and therefore not usually taken into account during
a parameter review.

parameter set; and a measure of the difference in warning times for alerts, again in comparison with the base

parameter set.

The problem when optimising a weighted sum of objectives is knowing the appropriate weightsa priori to operate

at a point on a Pareto front whose location is not known in advance. Indeed, slightly different shaped fronts can

lead weighted sum optimisers to return drastically different operating points [12].

The tabu search optimiser [2] was also found to be susceptible to trapping in local minima and required manual

analysis of the parameter space to re-start the search. Perhaps in the light of these considerations, the original

iterative person-based adjustment is still in use by NATS.

IV. ROC ANALYSIS & PARETO OPTIMALITY

If we wish to satisfy the two opposing objectives of true positive maximisation and false positive minimisation,

when the classes are skewed and the costs imbalanced it does not make sense to try and optimise a single objective

function as illustrated in the previous section. If the costs of an incorrect classification were known the expected

cost for any parameter set could be calculated [13] and used as a single objective function [14]. However, this

procedure requires accurate specification of the misclassification costs which are seldom accurately known; indeed

it is often desirable to present the user with a ROC curve fromwhich the best operating point can be selected.
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A common method is to employ the Neyman Pearson criterion: a maximum false positive rate is specified, which

then determines the true positive rate.

Alternatively, some other summary measure of the ROC curve,such as the area under the ROC curve (AUROC)

could be used as a measure of the quality of a set of parameters[15], [16]; this overall measure could then be used

as an objective to be optimised with respect to the system parameters.

Of course, all these measures based upon the ROC curve require knowledge of the ROC curve, which hitherto

has been unavailable for the STCA system. In this section we show how multi-objective evolutionary algorithms

(MOEAs) may be used to derive the ROC curve for the STCA system. However, we take the view that summarising

the ROC curve neglects the true value of the curve, namely providing the user with an analysis of the trade-offs

inherent in choosing an operating point. In this manner we can entirely circumvent the problematica priori setting

of objective weights encountered in [2].

A. The ROC curve and Pareto optimality

In general we consider a classifierg(x; θ) which gives an estimate of the probability that a feature vector x

belongs to one of two classes. We assume that the classifier depends upon a vector of adjustable parametersθ, and

we denote byT (θ) the classifier’s true positive classification rate (measured on a particular dataset of interest),

while the false positive rate is denoted byF (θ).

A ROC curve is frequently obtained by varying the probability threshold separating the two classes. As the

threshold is varied from zero to one a non-decreasing ROC curve in the(F, T ) plane is obtained for any particular

fixed set of parameters, and different ROC curves are obtained for different parameters. In this work, we consider

the classification threshold to be subsumed in the parametervector and seek to discover the set of parameters

(including threshold) that simultaneously minimiseF (θ) and maximiseT (θ). In fact, the STCA classifier is a hard

classifier, yielding only a binary classification rather than an estimate, however imprecise, of the probability of

class membership. Nonetheless, we may still seek the set of parameter values that yield the optimal true positive

versus false positive trade-offs. (See, for example, [1] for extensive discussions of ROC curves for hard and soft

classifiers.)

A general multi-objective optimisation problem seeks to simultaneously extremiseD objectives:

yi = fi(θ), i = 1, . . . , D (1)

where each objective depends upon a vectorθ of P parameters or decision variables. It is convenient to assume that

all the objectives are to be minimised, so for the STCA systemwe minimise the pair of objectives(−T (θ), F (θ)).

The parameters may also be subject to theJ constraints:

ej(θ) ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . J (2)
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so that the multi-objective optimisation problem may be expressed as:

minimise y = f(θ) = (f1(θ), . . . , fD(θ)) (3)

subject to e(θ) = (e1(θ), . . . , eJ(θ)) ≥ 0 (4)

whereθ = (θ1, . . . , θP ) andy = (y1, . . . , yD).

When faced with only a single objective an optimal solution is one which minimises the objective given the

constraints. However, when there is more than one objectiveto be minimised solutions may exist for which

performance on one objective cannot be improved without sacrificing performance on at least one other. Such

solutions are said to bePareto optimal[3]–[5] and the set of all Pareto optimal solutions is said toform the Pareto

front.

The notion ofdominancemay be used to make Pareto optimality clearer. A decision vector θ is said tostrictly

dominateanotherφ (denotedθ ≺ φ) iff

fi(θ) ≤ fi(φ) ∀i = 1, . . . , D and

fi(θ) < fi(φ) for some i.
(5)

Less stringently,θ weakly dominatesφ (denotedθ � φ) iff

fi(θ) ≤ fi(φ) ∀i = 1, . . . , D. (6)

A set A of decision vectors is said to be anon-dominated setif no member of the set is dominated by any other

member:

θ 6≺ φ ∀θ, φ ∈ A. (7)

A solution to the minimisation problem (3) is thusPareto optimalif it is not dominated by any other feasible

solution, and the non-dominated set of all Pareto optimal solutions is the Pareto front. Recent years have seen the

development of a number of evolutionary techniques based ondominance measures for locating the Pareto front;

see [3], [5], [17], [18] for recent reviews.

V. OPTIMISATION USING MULTI-OBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS

Anastasio & Kupinski [19] and Anastasio, Kupinski & Nishikawa [20] introduced the use of multi-objective

evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) to optimise ROC curves, illustrating the method on a synthetic data and for

medical imaging problems. Here we use a similar methodology, albeit with improved convergence properties.

The multi-objective evolutionary algorithm used in this study is a stochastic search algorithm, based on a simple

(1+1)-evolution strategy (ES), similar to that introduced in [21]. Evolution strategies have been shown to be effective

multi-objective optimisers [22]–[25] and are straightforward to implement, with few adjustable parameters. While

more sophisticated algorithms, such as [18], [26], [27], could be used, our intention here is not to compare multi-

objective algorithms on this particular problem (a prohibitively expensive endeavour, as will become evident), but to
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Algorithm 1 A MO (1 + 1)-ES for STCA optimisation.

Inputs:
N Number of ES generations

1: A := initialise()
2: n := 0
3: whilen < N :
4: θ := select(A)
5: θ′ := perturb(θ)
6: (T (θ′), F (θ′)) := STCA(θ′)
7: ifθ′ 6� φ ∀φ ∈ A:
8: A := {φ ∈ A |φ ⊀ θ

′}
9: A := A ∪ θ′

10: end
11: n := n + 1
12: end

locate the Pareto front and examine its robustness. The ES algorithm, which has the merits of being well understood

and simple with few adjustable parameters, was therefore selected.

In outline, the procedure for locating the Pareto front/ROCcurve, operates by maintaining an archive,A, of

mutually non-dominating solutions,θ, which is the current approximation to the Pareto front/ROCcurve. At each

stage of the algorithm some solutions inA are copied and perturbed. Those perturbed solutions that are dominated

by members ofA are discarded, while the others are added toA and any dominated solutions inA are removed. In

this way the estimated Pareto frontA can only advance towards the true Pareto front. This algorithm, unlike earlier

versions [21], maintains an archive which is unrestricted in size, permitting better convergence properties [24].

Algorithm 1 describes in more detail the algorithm as applied to the optimisation of the STCA system. Following

the current operating practise of NATS and [2], we choose to optimise only 912 of the> 1500 parameters affecting

the STCA system; these parameters are those parameters which have different values in different regions after

tuning by NATS. Furthermore we restrict these parameters tothe ranges over which they are adjusted by NATS.

The archive or frontal setA is initialised by drawing parameters for the STCA system uniformly from their

feasible ranges; in addition the current ‘best’ parameter set from manual tuningθ? is added toA. Of course

many of these randomly selected parameter vectors are dominated by other parameter vectors and these dominated

parameters are deleted fromA so thatA is a non-dominated set (7). In fact, in the work reported here, we found

that of 100 randomly initialised parameters onlyθ? and one other parameter vector remained inA after dominated

parameter vectors were removed.

Following initialisation, the loop on lines 4–11 of Algorithm 1 is repeated for the desired number of iterations. At

each iteration a single parameter vectorθ is selected fromA; selection may be uniformly random, but partitioned

quasi-random selection (PQRS) [24] was used here to promoteexploration of the front. The aim of PQRS is to
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prevent the clustering of solutions in a particular region of the front biasing the search because they are selected

more frequently. To achieve this each time a solution is to beselected fromA an objective is chosen at random (with

equal probability) and the archive partitioned into bins ofequal width on the chosen objective, so that some bins

contain many solutions, while others may be empty. Here we used 20 bins. Selection then proceeds by first randomly

selecting a bin (with equal probability) and then a solutionfrom within that bin, again with equal probability. If

the chosen bin is empty one of its neighbours is chosen at random until a non-empty bin is found. In order to

promote exploration at the extremes of the front, the extremal solutions on the chosen objective in the archive are

each placed in separate bins, thus increasing their probability of selection. Further details are given in [24].

The selected parent vector is perturbed to generate a singlechild (line 5). Each individual parameter in the parent

vector is perturbed with equal probability (0.2 here, selected following a small empirical study); the perturbations

themselves are made by adding a random number to the parent parameter value. Yaoet al. [28] have shown that

perturbations drawn from heavy-tailed distributions facilitate convergence by promoting exploration and escape from

local minima. We therefore draw perturbations from a Laplacian density,p(x) ∝ e−|x/w|, whose width is set equal

to one tenth the feasible range of the parameter being perturbed; perturbations that lie outside the feasible range

are resampled.

The trueT (θ′) and falseF (θ′) positive rates for the perturbed vector are evaluated by running the STCA/-

CAMPAP system with parametersθ′ on the test database of track pairs (Table I). Following NATSpractise, we

consider category 1 and 2 alerts to be true positives, while category 4 alerts are treated as false positives. The

relatively small number of category 3 and 5 alerts are ignored. If the child θ′ is not dominated by any of the

parameter vectors inA, any parameter vectors inA that θ′ dominates are deleted from the archive (line 8) andθ′

is added toA (line 9). These two steps ensure thatA is always a non-dominated set whose members dominate any

other solution encountered thus far in the search.

In a (µ + λ)−ES,µ parameter vectors are perturbed to generateλ new vectors. That is,µ parameter vectors are

selected (whose performances have already been evaluated); theseparentsare copied and have their parameter values

perturbed in order to generateλ children. Optimisation schemes withλ > 1 are attractive because the evaluation of

the children may be performed in parallel. The computational cost of evaluating a single set of STCA parameters

within CAMPAP is fairly high, at approximately 5 minutes. However, the system is written in a proprietary variant

of PASCAL, which necessitates it be run on a Compaq Alpha machine.2 Since only a single Alpha was available

to us, we used a(1 + 1)-ES, which has been shown to perform well compared to(µ + λ) MOEA implementations

[29].

VI. RESULTS

In this paper we present a conservative application of the MOEA method to STCA optimisation. It is conservative

in that the ranges of parameters to be varied are limited by the current ranges of that parameter across the 16 region

2AlphaServer DS10, 466 MHz, 256 Mbytes.
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Fig. 3. Dots show estimates of the Pareto optimal ROC curve for STCA obtained after 6000 evaluations of the(1 + 1)-ES multi-objective
optimiser. The cross indicates the manually tuned operating point θ?.

types within the current STCA parameterisation used by NATS. This effectively means we are only concerned with

adjusting2/3 of the model parameters (still a significant number!), and the parameters are confined to regions

of decision space with which personnel at NATS have considerable experience. Although we could adjust more

parameters and adjust parameters over a greater range, the strategy adopted here provides an assurance that the

optimised system is still operating within the usual parameter ranges.

A. True and false positive optimisation

Initially we optimised the true and false positive rates fora database comprised of manually and semi-automatically

categorised encounters. The database included historicaltrack pairs leading to serious or potentially serious encoun-

ters together with general traffic track pairs from two weeksin 2001.

Even this conservative optimisation approach produces some striking results. Figure 3 shows the estimates of the

Pareto optimal ROC curve obtained using the multi-objective optimiser afterN = 6000 evaluations (approximately

12 days computation). The current NATS operating point is also plotted as a cross. The optimisation has located
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Fig. 4. Normalised parameter values for operating points onthe Pareto optimal ROC curve shown in Figure 3. Panels correspond to parameters
for: low F , low T (bottom-left); mediumF , mediumT (top-left); high F , high T (top-right); and the manually tuned operating pointθ

?

(bottom-right).

an ROC curve consisting of 76 points ranging from38.5% to 67.9% true positive and0.1% to 3.7% false positive.

In addition the manually tuned STCA operating pointθ? lies behind(is dominated by) several operating points on

the estimated ROC curve. Although the improvement overθ? is relatively small in percentage terms, the quantity

of track pairs processed by the STCA system means that a significant reduction in thenumberof false alerts could

be achieved while maintaining the current genuine alert rate. We regard as more important, however, the production

of the ROC curve itself, because it reveals the true positiveversus false positive trade-off, permitting the operating

point to be chosen. In fact it may be observed that the currentoperating pointθ? is close to the corner of the Pareto

optimal curve. Choosing an operating point to the left of thecorner would result in a rapidly diminishing genuine

alert rate for little gain in the nuisance alert rate; whereas operating points to the right of the corner provide small

increases in the true positive rate at the expense of relatively large increases in the false positive rate.

Figure 4 gives an indication of how those parameters which could be altered during the optimisation vary as the

Pareto front is traversed. Each of the four panels in Figure 4shows the 912 variable parameters, each normalised

to the interval[0, 1], so that0 represents the minimum value it was permitted to assume during optimisation and1
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Fig. 5. True positive versus false positive front obtained from 100 randomly generated solutions (the 6 non-dominated initial solutions are
shown in blue). The manually-tuned operating point,θ

?, is marked with a red cross.

represents the maximum. The bottom-right panel shows the parameters at the manually tuned operating pointθ?;

many of the parameters are at their extreme values because wechoose the allowable ranges to be defined by the

extremal values located by NATS manual optimisation. Thereis a resemblance between these parameters and the

parameters corresponding to the middle of the Pareto front (F = 0.52%, T = 64.87%) shown in the top-left panel.

The bottom-left and top-right panels showθ corresponding to the extreme ends of the front. These appearto have

a qualitatively different character. We observe that thereis a discernible bias toward the minimum allowable values

in the parameters at the bottom-left end of the front (F = 0.08%, T = 38.55%) and a trend towards the maximum

allowable parameter values in the parameters at the top-right end (F = 3.68%, T = 67.86%). This may indicate

that further optimal solutions can be found by permitting the optimisation to range over parameter values beyond

those currently employed by NATS.

As remarked above,N = 6000 generations were used to generate the front shown in Figure 3which was

initialised from 100 randomly generated parameter sets andthe NATS operating point. Figure 5 shows the front

generated afterN ≈ 16000 generations, initialised from 100 randomly generated parameter sets, but not the NATS

operating point. As the figure shows, the front has reached the NATS operating point and, indeed, solutions on
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Fig. 6. Views from two angles of the three objective estimated Pareto front for STCA. The cross indicates the current operating pointθ?.

the front dominate the NATS operating point, thus providingassurance that our search procedure is not dependent

upon initialisation from a ‘good’ point and is not susceptible to being trapped locally. Although this search took

approximately 30 days ofunattendedcomputer time it demonstrates that this procedure can be used on systems

that have not been manually tuned previously; clearly however, a good initialisation speeds the search.

B. Warning time optimisation

In addition to the trade-off between correct alerts and incorrect alerts, it is desirable to increase the warning time

of genuine alerts given to air traffic controllers. Current practise is to compare a new parameter set with the current

operating point by calculating the mean increase or decrease in warning times over the coincident genuine warnings

of the two parameter sets. Using the same method we can compare all our frontal operating points with the current

operating point. Furthermore we can use this extra objective to create a three-objective optimisation problem in

which we seek to maximise the mean warning time and true positive rate, while minimising the false positive rate.

Again we use a(1 + 1)-ES, with the same parameters as the previous experiment. Weinitialise the algorithm

with the frontal points discovered in the previous optimisation (which by definition also form an estimated Pareto

front in the 3 objective case). The front located after 5000 generations looks like a twisted ribbon, as shown in

Figure 6. As before the current operating pointθ? lies behind the discovered front. We remark that this required

approximately 10 days computation as evaluation of the warning time is negligible in comparison with the alert

rate computation.

It is interesting to observe that as the number of correct warnings increases the mean additional warning time

is also seen to increase. This is shown clearly in Figure 7 where the front is plotted as an ROC curve in two

dimensions with the warning time in colour. We also point outthat Figure 7 shows that the increases in genuine

and nuisance alert rates close to the corner of the Pareto ROCcurve are obtained without any significant change

in the warning time.
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Fig. 7. Three objective estimated Pareto front for STCA, thethird objective (mean additional warning time) represented in colour. The cross
indicates the manually tuned operating pointθ

?.

The three-objective front contains almost four times as many points as the initial two-dimensional front. However,

as Figure 8 shows, if the three-dimensional points are projected into theF–T plane a few of them dominate or are

mutually non-dominating with solutions from the initial two-dimensional optimisation. As the front has shifted only

marginally forward at the edges, we may infer that the optimisation is well converged and we are providing a good

approximation of the true Pareto optimal ROC curve for the problem subject to the constraints on the parameters.

C. Robustness of the front

As we described above, the location of the Pareto front is based upon evaluating the STCA system on a

representative sample of encounters, and although approximately 170 000 encounters were used, it is important

to discover the sensitivity of any putative operating pointto the data sample. Indeed, it is especially important

not to over-train the system to one particular set of data. Ideally one would optimise the entire STCA system

on several independent data sets collected at different times. This, however, is impractical both because of the

expense in collecting and annotating the data and because ofthe computational expense of multiple optimisations
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Fig. 8. Solutions from the 3-D optimisation that are are not dominated in theF -T plane by the 2-D front. Red dots indicate the 2-D front
(Figure 3) and blue dots indicate solutions from the 3-D front.

(although this cost might be reduced by initialising new optimisations from fronts obtained in earlier optimisation

runs). A further consideration is that serious encounters are (fortunately) rare, so that although independent sets of

general traffic may be obtained, the serious encounters would have to be reused. For these reasons we employ a

bootstrapping technique [30], [31] in order to estimate thevariability in error rates around the front.

We were also provided with a second set of general traffic for 5th-20th September 2000. Here we analyse the

effect of using these general traffic data instead of the general traffic data for 1st-14th July 2001, but keeping the

historical serious traffic data unchanged. This was achieved by using the solutions obtained for the three-objective

optimisation on the original data but evaluating the true and false positive rates and warning time on the second

general traffic and historical serious encounters data. Theresults is shown in Figure 9 and comparison with Figure

7 shows that the solutions have very similar alert rates and warning times.

Although evaluation of the front on a second set of general traffic data provides some reassurance of the robustness

of the front, it should be noted that the historical serious encounters were identical in both evaluations. Since
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Fig. 9. Changing general traffic. Optimised solutions for three objectives,T , F & warning time evaluated on a second dataset with different
general traffic. The NATS operating point is marked with a×.

collecting additional serious encounters is impractical and to gain better estimates of the variability in the front

with data we turn to resampling methods.

The bootstrap evaluates the error rate on a number of surrogate data sets constructed by sampling the original data

set. Suppose that the original data set comprisesN = ND + NB examples, whereND is the number of examples

in the dangerousclass andNB is the number ofbenignexamples. A bootstrap sample is constructed by drawing

at random with replacementN examples from the original sample. Note that some examples in the original data

will be included in a particular bootstrap surrogate more than once, while others will be excluded entirely. The

classification rate averaged over a number of bootstrap replications is just the classification rate evaluated on the

original data set, but an estimate of the variability in the classification rate may be obtained from the variation in

the classification rates over the bootstrap replications.

Figure 10 shows the true and false positive rates obtained byevaluating the STCA system on 500 bootstrap

replications for parameters on the front. While there is considerable spread about each location on the front, these

scatter diagrams provide an estimate of the robustness of the parameter set to the data and indicate the range of
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Fig. 10. Uncertainty of points on the estimated Pareto optimal ROC curve evaluated using bootstrapping. Each point in a cloud around a
heavy dot on the mean front indicates the true positive and false positive rates for a bootstrap sample. Error bars indicate two-standard deviation
intervals calculated using equation (9) for a few representative points.

true and false positive rates that may be expected at a particular operating point. Plots and statistics such as these

permit the decision maker to accurately assess the probability of the true or false positive rate exceeding a given

threshold; they might, for example, with a knowledge of the spread choose a more conservative operating point

with respect to one or more of the objectives than would be chosen with only the mean front. However, like the

choice of a particular operating point, the assessment of whether the front is robustenoughdepends upon the costs

that the user places upon the objectives and what degree of spread can be tolerated.

In fact, the variability in rate may be obtained without recourse to numerical sampling. Focusing on the true

positive rateT (θ) for a particular parameter set, a ‘stratified’ bootstrap sample could be constructed as follows:

Choose at random, with replacement,ND examples from the dangerous class and likewiseNB examples from

the benign class. Since the true positive rate isT (θ), the probability of obtaining exactlyk true positives in the
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bootstrap sample is given by the binomial distribution:

p(k) =





ND

k



 T k(1 − T )ND−k (8)

It is well known (e.g., [32]) that the mean of the binomial density is NDT , so the mean true positive rate over

many bootstrap replications isT, as expected. Furthermore, the variance of the number of truepositive examples

in a particular bootstrap replication isT (1 − T )ND, so the variance in the true positive rate is

σ2

T =
T (1 − T )

ND
(9)

with a similar expression for the variance of the false positive rate.

In fact, the bootstrap samples were constructed by merely sampling with replacement from the original data set

without regard for the number in each class, so although the mean number of dangerous exemplars in each class

wasND it fluctuated from bootstrap sample to bootstrap sample. Nonetheless, it may be shown that whenND and

NB are even moderately large (greater than about 20) equation (9) is a very good approximation to the variance in

the rate and well describes the scatter around the front shown in Figure 10.

VII. DISCUSSION

We have presented a straightforward multi-objective optimisation scheme for locating the optimal ROC curve for

the Short Term Conflict Alert system employed to give warningof potential breaches in air proximity by aircraft.

The results show that parameters yielding a range of genuineand nuisance alert rates are located by the MOEA,

thus revealing the genuine versus nuisance alert trade-offand permitting the operating point to be set with explicit

knowledge of the trade-off. The idea of dominance is essential to the simultaneous optimisation of both true and

false positive alert rates and it is interesting to note thatthe manually tuned operating point is dominated by several

of the solutions found by multi-objective optimisation. However, despite these, relatively small, improvements we

view the major contribution of this work to be the productionof the optimal ROC curve which permits selection of

the operating point with a full knowledge of the available alternatives. We remark that the London airspace which

we study here is subject to frequent review and manual tuningby NATS and therefore may be expected to be well

optimised, however, the methods presented here can be applied without alteration to any other less highly tuned

airspace. In addition we have simultaneously optimised thewarning time given for genuine alerts, although we find

that significant gains in warning time can only be achieved ifthe nuisance alert rate is substantially increased.

It should be emphasised that the true and false positive alert rates were evaluated on a database of over 170 000

track pairs, consisting of historical alerts deemed to be serious and two weeks worth of relatively current data,

this comprises the same database that is currently used for manual tuning of operational STCA systems for the

London sector airspace. It is important current work for skilled NATS staff to inspect the parameter values obtained.

However, the bootstrapping of the dataset around the optimised front provides an indication of the robustness of

the optimised operating point. While these bootstrap estimates quantify the uncertainty in the optimised front, we
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remark that it would be beneficial to update a ‘probabilisticfront’ so that new entrants were guaranteed with, say

90%, certainty not to be dominated by other elements of the front. Although it lies outside the scope of this report,

we are developing multi-objective optimisers for this purpose [33] and we draw attention to the work of Teich [34]

and Hughes [35] both of whom have discussed optimisation of uncertain objectives.

The optimisations reported here were conservative in that they optimised only the 900 or so parameters that are

routinely adapted by NATS, and these parameters were restricted to the ranges used by NATS. Although, as Figure

4 shows, solutions on the front are obtained for parameter values lying between the extremes used by NATS, we

look forward to optimising a larger number of parameters andto permitting the parameters to vary over broader

ranges.

The Pareto front located by the MOEA is comprised of a discrete set of parameter vectors at which the STCA

system could be operated. However, we point out that the workof Scottet al. [36] shows that by randomly combining

classifiers any operating point on the convex hull of the ROC curve may be obtained. Indeed it is apparent that

if the objectives to be optimised are statistical expectations (as is the case here), then Scottet al’s work may be

readily extended to three or more objectives to obtain an operating point on the convex hull of optimised solutions

in many dimensions. It should be noted, however, that although the probabilistic combination of classifiers may

lead to provably betteraverageoperating points, there are potential legal and ethical ramifications.

The production of the two-dimensional front took approximately twelve days of computer time. However, we

emphasise that this wasunattendedcomputer time, in contrast to the labour-intensive and skilled process by which

STCA systems are currently optimised. We anticipate that once an optimised ROC curve has been located for a

particular STCA system and database, the subsequent optimisation following incremental incorporation of new cases

into the database will be much faster. More rapid optimisation schemes are readily implemented via(µ + λ)-ES,

which are amenable to coarse parallelisation. We have not explored the convergence rates of more complicated

multi-objective optimisers because the(1+1)-ES has been sufficient to locate a Pareto front to within the precision

allowed by the data. Although more sophisticated MOEAs might improve the convergence rate, detailed comparative

studies are prohibitively expensive.

In this paper we have focused on the STCA system as an example safety related system; however, the STCA/CAMPAP

system is treated purely as a subroutine of our evolutionaryalgorithm. Indeed in our implementation, the STCA/CAMPAP

programs run on a separate computer. This ‘wrapping’ of the system to be optimised is important for two reasons.

First, it shows that the technique is applicable to any critical system whose operating point is dependent on parameters

that must be tuned and whose performance can be automatically evaluated. Second, and more importantly for safety-

related systems, the wrapped system has not been modified in any way, thus preserving its integrity and the integrity

of any safety case constructed for it.

Finally we remark that the majority of the parameters in the STCA filters have direct physical or mechanical

interpretation, and that the transparency of the classification process is an important component in assuring the safety

case for STCA. However, whether tuned by hand or optimised bya machine algorithm, the operational parameters are

inferred from data. An alternative to direct physical modelling is to employ purely statistical classifiers, for example
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k-nearest neighbour classifiers or neural networks, for which there is no ready interpretation of the parameters.

Nonetheless, these methods are highly effective in other areas and the machine optimisation of STCA parameters

blurs the distinction between physical models on one hand and statistical ‘black boxes’ on the other. We look forward

to the construction of safety cases for purely statistical classifiers whose operational parameters are inferred from

data and have no ready physical interpretation.
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